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On 17 November 2020, we published our draft decision paper for the Minimum feed-in tariff review 2021-22. This draft decision paper asks stakeholders for their views on the commission’s draft minimum feed-in tariff rates that would apply from 1 July 2021 and proposed customer notification for feed-in tariff changes.

Email submission

Subject: Minimum feed-in tariff review 2021-22

It was only a few months ago that the minimum feed in rate was reduced and now another planned reduction. As a pensioner I used some of my savings to install solar panels, thinking that eventually I could recover the costs and provide myself with heating and cooling when required whilst not having to worry about excessive bills. However this was still hard to achieve but using heating and cooling only in extreme circumstances my bills have been manageable. I did try contacting my supplier to ask for a higher feed in rate but this was declined.

I am aged 73 years so I will probably not recover my investment which I entered into because I believe in reducing carbon omissions. You guys apparently do not believe in climate change and are hell bent on preventing the use of solar panels thereby increasing carbon omissions. I now regret wasting what little money I had believing that I was contributing to a greener world.